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Our priority is to represent Australian mango 
growers. Becoming a member of AMIA 
will ensure we have the resources to 

fight for the mango industry and 
represent your interests. 

BECOME A MEMBER OF 
AMIA AND HELP TO GROW 

OUR INDUSTRY

SIGN UP ONLINE AT
industry.mangoes.net.au

OR CALL US ON
07 3278 3755

JOIN AMIA
TODAY

http://www.industry.mangoes.net.au
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Pollination research 
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CEO’S 
REPORT

Following the AGM the Board elected a 
new Chairman for AMIA. Greg McMahon 
was elected as our new Chairman. Greg 
has significant experience in both the 
mango and citrus industries and has 
previously served on the Board of Citrus 
Australia. AMIA is fortunate to have had 
a chairman of the calibre of Gavin and 
equally fortunate to have the like calibre 
of our incoming chairman. We are also 
fortunate that Gavin remains as a Board 
Director and we would like to thank him 
for his significant contribution to the 
industry. 

US EXPORTS

Growers and exporters are working 
together planning for the forthcoming 
season’s export program for the United 
States. This season’s plans are to build 
on volume and the length of time in the 
market. US importers are encouraging 
us to become consistent suppliers of 
high quality mangoes. While meeting 
the protocol can be challenging, we 
are working collaboratively to develop 
strategies to address these. An example 
of this is the move to pallet netting instead 
of individual cartons having gauzed 
ventilation holes. Exporting to markets 
with stringent phytosanitary protocols is 
challenging for growers and exporters, 
but the rewards are there for people who 
are committed to the long term growth of 
the industry.

Robert Gray
Chief Executive Officer, AMIA

Email: ceo@mangoes.net.au 
Mob: 0418 737 861

RETAILER ENGAGEMENT 
AND QUALITY

As Greg has mentioned in his report, 
retailers appreciate the commitment 
growers and industry are making by 
focusing on eating quality. Measuring 
and reporting on eating quality (as 
measured by brix or dry matter) provides 
retailers with the confidence that growers 
and industry are committed to quality. 
Earlier this year, Central Queensland 
University researcher Kerry Walsh and 
his team undertook trials to determine 
the effectiveness of NIR technology 
measuring dry matter at any stage of fruit 
ripeness. These trials demonstrated a 
high correlation between dry matter and 
brix, meaning that using NIR technology 
to measure eating quality (as measured 
by dry matter) will be as effective as using 
a refractometer to measure brix. The 
benefit of using NIR technology is that the 
stage of fruit ripeness will not influence 
the outcome. We will be looking to 
industry to support this technology.

SEASON FOCUS

Our focus for the forthcoming season is to 
build on the success of recent seasons. 
The last two seasons have been our 
largest on record, with 2015/16 producing 
over 8.6 million trays following on from 
the record season of 2014/15 when we 
produced over 9.4 million trays. No matter 
what is produced our goal is to delight 
consumers and continue to increase 
industry total value.

With industry values up 40% over the past 
2 years it is clear that we need to continue 
with our existing strategic direction. It 
is also clear that there is no room for 
complacency as now we have created 
high expectations, we must continue to 
improve. Across the course of the next 6 
months we will be reviewing and updating 
our strategy for the next 3 years and 
talking to you about this in our regional 
workshops.

SEASON OUTLOOK

As of mid-June, flowering has gotten off 
to a slow start in the Northern Territory but 
with cooler weather forecast we anticipate 
a solid flowering and fruit set, albeit a little 
later than in recent seasons. We remain 
confident that good volumes of mangoes 
will flow from early October through the 
season. 

BACKPACKER TAX

Horticulture industry’s shared view of the 
potential harm the proposed backpacker 
tax will have has not changed. While the 
Federal Government has announced a 
delay in its implementation, and a review 
of the proposal, it is important that we 
continue to highlight the potential impact 
this proposed tax increase will have on 
our ability to access labour. 

With industry values up 40% over the past 
2 years it is clear that we need to continue 

with our existing strategic direction. 

“

mailto:ceo@mangoes.net.au
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Last month at the AGM Gavin Scurr 
stepped down as Chair of the AMIA after 
serving four years in the role as a champion 
for our industry. In that time Gavin has 
introduced many initiatives which have 
seen growers begin to see the results of 
the strategic plan which aims to increase 
grower profitability by 20% over the life of 
that plan (2018/19). As we learned at this 
years’ AGM the initiatives introduced over 
the last two years have seen mangoes 
stay in the market for longer and at higher 
average prices than ever before. 

Fortunately for me and your fellow directors 
Gavin is staying on with the board as 
a director. There are few people who 
have been as dedicated to their industry 
association as Gavin, and given as much 
of their own time for the benefit of the 
wider group. From all of the industry, thank 
you Gavin for the years of support and 
dedication which will continue, albeit in 
a slightly different way for a little while to 
come. 

The board elected at the AGM are looking 
forward to continuing the execution of the 
plan and delivering on the aim of increasing 
grower profitability. There are some key 
components that contributed to achieving 
these results which are important to 
emphasise because we will be continuing 
to drive them into the coming mango 
season: 

1. QUALITY TESTING

This issue has caused some controversy 
with growers and was certainly a topic 
that led to some lengthy discussion 
at the AGM. The controversy is not so 
much that testing is being done, but that 
the results are published. 

Quality testing has been critical to the 
success of the 2015/16 season for a 
number of reasons. Foremost amongst 
them is that it has sent a message to 
retailers and wholesalers that growers 
care about the quality of what they are 

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Greg McMahon
Chairman, AMIA

Email: greg.mcmahon@sevenfields.com.au 
Mob: 0419 831 899

sending to the market for consumers 
to buy and eat. The eating experience 
consumers have after buying a mango 
(which can often be an expensive luxury) 
drives repeat purchases. By subjecting 
ourselves to scrutiny and publishing the 
results, we are saying to the consumers 
of our product that we stand by the 
eating quality of our product. In this 
sense, we are no different to other 
suppliers of food who might have critics 
write reviews after an unannounced visit 
to their café, or food manufacturers who 
have Choice magazine write an article 
analysing many different brands of the 
same product and rank the brands 
against each other to provide a score. 

Sometimes a good grower who is trying 
to do the right thing will have a poor 
test result. Fruit is not made in a factory 
and there can be some variability on 
a tree. Those who see these reports 
understand that, and it’s not going to 
lead to adverse market outcomes if 
growers are consistently focused on the 

3. RETAILER ENGAGEMENT

The work the AMIA executive, and 
especially Treena Welch, did to keep 
retailers informed, interested and 
engaged right through to February/
March this year was critical to the growth 
in value. Retailers continued to range 
significant volumes of mangoes after the 
Christmas / New Year period, and they 
were confident doing that knowing they 
had good forecasting and quality signals 
being managed by the AMIA team. 

4. EXPORT TO THE USA 

The AGM heard that Australian mangoes 
are being well accepted into the USA. 
The protocols are a challenge, but 
moving more fruit offshore is good 
for the whole industry. Not everyone 
is able to participate as a result of the 
protocols, but those who are need to be 
supported to continue with their work 
to reduce pressure on the domestic 
market. 

“
The board elected at the AGM are looking 
forward to continuing the execution of the 
[strategic] plan and delivering on the aim 

of increasing grower profitability.

eating quality of their product. We know 
this from other horticultural industries 
which have already implemented the 
same system. 

What quality testing does is embed 
the eating experience as a key metric 
for growers when making the decision 
to harvest. As such it will form part of 
the culture of the industry that will lift 
everyone’s financial results. 

2. FORECASTING

Being able to tell the market what is 
coming, from where and in what volume 
is very important. Please make sure 
you continue to support the flow of 
information with crop data that’s timely 
and accurate. It allows the markets to 
prepare, promote and sell through the 
crop so the product remains fresh and 
eating quality is maintained. 

5. HORTICULTURE 
INNOVATION AUSTRALIA

The relationship with HIA continues to 
develop positively thanks to the work 
of the AMIA executive team and Gavin 
and your Chairman. This is important 
as HIA direct the spending of your levy 
money. If growers have not yet joined 
as members directly then I’d encourage 
you to do so. There is another AGM 
later this year where the second half of 
the board that was not re-elected by 
members last year will be open for new 
directors to apply this year. Growers 
will have therefore had a direct say 
in appointing most of the board after 
the next AGM, thereby supporting the 
initiative to transform HIA into a grower-
owned body. 

I hope that flowering is going well for those 
who are underway and the weather is kind 
to those who are waiting with baited breath. 
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REGION UPDATES 
AND BOARD MEMBER 
REPORTS

FAR NORTH 
QUEENSLAND 
& NORTH QUEENSLAND

John Nucifora
M: 0418 193 885
E: flossndeb@bigpond.com

The last season is well and truly past us 
and everyone in this area is now talking 
about the next flowering season. 

The weather has been very warm, well 
above normal, and there has been some 
concern that the high temperatures will 
have an impact on this years flowering. 
Trees are very dormant at this stage. 

Personally, I believe we will see cooler 
temperatures soon.

Water is another big issue for Mareeba 
and Dimbulah at the moment. There is talk 
of only having about half the allocation of 
water for this year. In early July we will know. 

We look forward to the up and coming 
season and hope prices are on the increase 
to counteract our rising costs of production. 
I wish all growers a great season.

Ben Martin
M: 0400 125 928
E: bjmenterprises@live.com

Rain has fallen across the region over the 
past few weeks. While rain brings welcome 
relief to most, there are some in the 
horticulture sector who are suffering crop 
losses due to the timing of these rains. 

Some orchards have sections of early 
flowering and most others have good bud 
swell or panicle emergence. This is the 
commencement of the orchard monitoring 
period and keeping a vigilant eye on the 
orchard hygiene will lead to benefits at 
harvest stage.

The Brisbane steering committee meeting 
for the Small Trees Program was held 
recently. We discussed the Program as a 
whole and spent a considerable amount 
of time on the molecular work being 
undertaken. The potential the molecular 
work has to offer to the industry in coming 
years is huge and is progressing well. As 
this work continues growers will be kept 
informed through Mango Matters.

The AMIA Annual General Meeting was 
held in Dimbulah in May and whilst there 
I took the opportunity to visit the Small 
Trees Program plot and the breeding stock 
plot at Walkamin. It is encouraging to see 
the good progress being made on these 
projects.

The AGM also brought about a change 
in the AMIA Chair. I wish to take this 
opportunity to acknowledge the service and 
leadership that Gavin Scurr has offered to 
the industry in his previous role as Chair 
and convey the appreciation of all of our 
industry for his dedication and direction 
offered to the AMIA.

I welcome Greg McMahon to his recently 
appointed role as Chair and look forward 
to maintaining a great working relationship 
with Greg in all future AMIA business.

Matt Fealy
M: 0402 412 471
E: matt@blueskyproduce.com.au

Well here we go, my first Directors 
report…..

Firstly a big thank-you to the growers in the 
Mareeba/Dimbulah region for taking a punt 
and giving me the opportunity to represent 
the area along with John Nucifora. 

For those who do not know me, I am a 
young(ish) grower in Mareeba that can see 
a lot of positives in the industry, along with 
plenty of opportunities. 

I’m a grower, I want my children (I’ve 
got four of them) to be growers, and my 
children’s children to be growers and I want 
us all to be growers in a rewarding and 
profitable mango industry. 

I feel the best way to help make that 
happen is to step-up and be involved. 
My aim as a director of the AMIA is to 
ensure that at all times we are working 
towards industry growth and sustainability 
through grower profitability and consumer 
satisfaction.

So with all that said, there is not much to 
report from our region just yet. We have 
had unseasonably warm nights, and 
overcast, often at times, drizzly days, which 
may make things interesting for the season 
ahead, but it is a bit early to get too excited 
just yet. 

All the trees I have seen in the area are 
looking nicely pruned and set up ready to 
go, we just need winter to happen to kick it 
all into gear. 

Good luck to everyone for the season 
ahead.

mailto:flossndeb%40bigpond.com?subject=
mailto:bjmenterprises%40live.com?subject=
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Ian Pershouse
M: 0417 791 131
E: ianpershouse@activ8.net.au

In Central and South Queensland mango 
trees are looking healthy leading up to 
the 2016 season. The weather would be 
considered much too warm to initiate good 
flowering although early movement of buds 
is looking promising. It is shaping up to 
be a wet winter with two major rain events 
already in June. Growers have been busy 
with spraying, pruning and internal thinning 
to minimise pest and disease, especially 
scale. 

Congratulations to Greg McMahon who 
took over as chairman of AMIA at our AGM 
in May. I would like to thank Gavin Scurr for 
his enormous contribution to the mango 
industry during his four years as chairman. 

SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND  
& NEW SOUTH WALES

Continued page 8

My aim as a director of the AMIA is 
to ensure that at all times we are 

working towards industry growth 
and sustainability through grower 

profitability and consumer 
satisfaction.

- Matt Fealy, AMIA’s newest director

“

mailto:%20ianpershouse%40activ8.net.au?subject=
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Geoff Warnock
M: 0438 884 842
E: gullivers@wn.com.au

KUNUNURRA: Flowering is just starting 
to push out with a few stray panicles 
showing on odd trees. Closer examination 
shows evidence that given the right night 
temperatures there should be a reasonable 
flowering, however after the dismal wet 
season the outcome is anybody’s guess?

CARNARVON: This region is experiencing 
a very unusual season with a small amount 
of flowering evident already and other trees 
showing indications of starting to push out. 
We wouldn’t normally expect to see this for 
another 6 weeks. 

Growers are unsure why this is occurring, 
but hope it will not have a detrimental effect 
on the coming season.

SOUTHERN REGION: Growers in this 
region were very disappointed with the 
outcome of last season. Despite good 
production volume, the average price was 
down by 25% on the previous year for good 
fruit. This was mainly attributed to the fact 
that so much out of grade fruit was sent 
into the market, which detracted from the 
quality product. 

Growers are now enjoying a very cold and 
wet winter which has not been experienced 
for about 10 years and will go a long way 
towards replenishing water supplies.

Gavin Scurr
M: 0407 714 549
E: gavin.scurr@pinata.com.au

There isn’t a lot to report for Katherine as 
the weather has yet to induce flowering, 
however, most trees are looking good 
for flowering but just need some cooler 
weather to trigger them. 

As we wait for flowering to commence, the 
issue of the Backpacker Tax proposal is at 
the forefront of my mind. 

It is disappointing that the government has 
decided to review the tax proposal rather 
than overturned it altogether. 

It is very difficult to get enough harvest 
labour now without the disincentive of 
effectively doubling Backpacker’s tax. The 
backpackers I’ve spoken to are saying they 
will go to Canada or New Zealand for the 
working component of their travels and if 
they come at all to Australia it will only be as 
a tourist. This means we’ll have to pay more 
to get the workers who do come or face the 
prospect of fruit not being harvested at all if 
there just isn’t enough labour.

Continued from page 7

Han Shiong Siah
M: 0423 444 598
E: han.siah@tropicalprimary.com

The dry season has not started off well. 
It has been a warm May and June. The 
unseasonably high temperatures have led 
to a delay in flowering around the Darwin 
region. There have been some farms 
showing signs of bud burst but it is too 
early to know if there will be an overall delay 
for the Northern Territory’s mango season.

In other news, I would like to congratulate 
Greg McMahon on his new role as 
Chairman for the Australian Mango 
Industry Association (AMIA) and to thank 
Gavin Scurr for his years of dedication to 
the Chairman role and his service to our 
industry. I would also like to thank Kieran 
Brown for his years of support to the 
mango industry.

Furthermore, I would like to welcome Matt 
Fealy (North QLD) to the AMIA Board. His 
tenacity for the industry and his new ideas 
are welcomed by the board.

Locally, the Northern Territory Mango 
Industry Association has also had a change 
of guard, with Ross Maxwell stepping 
down and Leo Skliros taking over the role 
of Chairman. I’d like to express my thanks 
to Ross for the time he has given to the 
industry and wish him all the best with 
his new role on the HIA Mango strategic 
investment advisory panel.

NORTHERN WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN 
TERRITORY

mailto:gullivers%40wn.com.au?subject=
mailto:han.siah%40tropicalprimary.com?subject=
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT

AMIA News
AMIA held its annual general meeting in May at Mutchilba (just west of Mareeba). 
Gavin Scurr, Ben Martin and Greg McMahon all stood for re-election and members 
present approved their nominations.

Mareeba mango rower, Matt Fealy has 
joined the Board, replacing Kieren Brown. 
Following seven years as an AMIA Director 
and the past 4 years as Chairman, Gavin 
did not renominate for the role of Chairman. 
The Board appointed Greg McMahon as 
AMIA’s new Chairman and Ben Martin was 
re-elected as Deputy Chairman.

Greg takes over the role of AMIA Chairman 
from Gavin Scurr, who has held the position 
for four years. Greg is co-owner of family 
business, Seven Fields, a mango and 
citrus producer in the Northern Territory 

and Sunraysia, Victoria. He has been 
involved in horticultural production for a 
large portion of his career and brings to the 
role extensive experience in production and 
marketing. He was appointed to AMIA as a 
Director in 2015, representing the interests 
of growers in Southern Western Australia, 
South Australia and Victoria.

In accepting his new position Greg thanked 
Gavin for his commitment and dedication 
to the industry, not only in his work as 
Chairman but also as an AMIA Director for 
the past seven years. Gavin will remain on 

the Board for another 3 years as Director, 
representing the Northern Territory and 
northern Western Australia.

Greg said that AMIA would remain 
committed to building grower profitability 
through its focus on quality, increasing 
market demand (both domestically and 
internationally), and ensuring excellent 
communication throughout all sectors 
within the supply chain.
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Update on 
chemical issues
PARAMITE PERMIT

APVMA have granted a minor use permit 
for the use of Paramite. Paramite (110g/L 
etoxazole) is used to control mites. For a 
copy of the permit (PER80893) please 
contact AMIA. 

APVMA & CHEMICAL 
REVIEWS 

OMETHOATE 

The finalisation of the omethoate review is 
expected within the month. It is understood 
the outcome is a recommendation to 
cancel all uses except barrier spraying 
for Redlegged earth mite and use in 
ornamentals. 

DIMETHOATE 

The finalisation of the dimethoate review is 
anticipated by mid-2016. 

PRIORITY RE-EVALUATION 

By December 2016 the APVMA will have 
completed a re-evaluation of the review 
priority for the following chemicals: dicofol, 
propargite, fenbutatin oxide, methomyl, 
acephate, chlorothalonil, trichlorfon, 
amitrole, and triazole fungicides. It is 
understood that the APVMA will decide 
whether a re-evaluation is necessary 
or whether areas of concern could be 
addressed through label amendments. 

REGULATORY REFORM 

The Department has appointed Deloitte 
Touche Tohmatsu to review the impacts of 
work health and safety (WHS) legislation on 
agvet chemicals. The review is to focus on 
the duplication of effort and unnecessary 
costs associated with agvet chemical 
product compliance with both WHS 
legislation and agvet chemical legislation. 
This includes potential duplication of label 
statements. To date industry groups have 
argued that AgVet labels should remain 
exempt from the addition of WHS elements 
as they would be superfluous as the risk 
assessment has already been done by 
the APVMA and allied agencies when 
registering a use. Growers aren’t going 
to be in a position to undertake their own 
risk assessments based on any hazard 
statements on a label, so adding additional 
statements etc would be redundant. 

NEW CHEMICALS 

A number of applications have been made 
to the APVMA seeking registration or active 
ingredient approvals for new chemicals. 
BAYER have applied to register the product 
Serenade Opti ® a combination product 
consisting of the a biocontrol agent and 
1methylcyclopropene as a post-harvest 
treatment. ADAMA have recently sought to 
register a new insecticide for use in citrus 
TRIVOR® Insecticide, a combination of 
acetamiprid and pyriproxyfen. Syngenta 
are seeking to have the carboxamide 
fungicide isopyrazam (SEGURIS FLEXI®) 
for the control of powdery mildew and 
black spot in apples and black spot in 
pears. The company has also sought 
registration for a new post-harvest fungicide 
called Chairman® for mould control. It is s 
combination product of propiconazole and 
fludioxonil. Agroserve are seeking approval 
for a Brassinolide plant growth regulator/
promoter. ISK are seeking approval for their 
diamide insecticide cyclaniprole for use in 
apples. Monsanto are developing a new 
seed treatment nematicide – Tioxazafen 
internationally with the first registration 
anticipated in the US in the latter part of 
2016. It is from a new class of nematicidal 
chemistry and exhibits broad-spectrum 
activity against cyst, root knot, and reniform 
nematodes 

NEW REVIEWS 

Dithiocarbamates (mancozeb, thiram, 
ziram) The APVMA is proposing to 
undertake a detailed scoping exercise 
for the dithiocarbamate fungicides. As 
part of this process the APVMA intends 
establishing a working group to help refine 
the review scope. The intention will be to 
invite industry participation in the working 
group. The scoping exercise is anticipated 
to start mid-2016. 

FSANZ

 It is understood that the FSANZ project 
exploring the possibility of establishing 
MRLs at low levels to cover situations 
where inadvertent contamination of by 
unregistered chemicals is ongoing. The 
purpose is address situations in which low 
level residues result in a technical MRL 
breach but there are no health, safety or 
trade concerns. 

Department of Agriculture Chemical 
access The first round of the government’s 
minor use grants scheme is nearing 
finalisation with successful applicants 
to be being informed in early 2016. The 
Department indicates that a call for round 
two applications is likely to be announced 
by mid-2016. See: http://www.agriculture.
gov.au/ag-farm-food/agvet-chemicals/
improved-access-agvetchemicals/agvet-
assistance-grants

http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/agvet-chemicals/improved-access-agvetchemicals/agvet-assi
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/agvet-chemicals/improved-access-agvetchemicals/agvet-assi
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/agvet-chemicals/improved-access-agvetchemicals/agvet-assi
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/agvet-chemicals/improved-access-agvetchemicals/agvet-assi
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NEW VARIETIES 
RELEASED
The three new varieties from the National 
Mango Breeding Program (NMBP) are 
available for commercial evaluation. 
AMIA is managing the release and the 
commercialisation process. The three varieties 
are numbered 1243, 4069 and 1201.

Growers interested in evaluating these varieties 
should contact AMIA. 

To enquire, please contact Trevor Dunmall at 
AMIA, either at email: IDM@mangoes.net.au or 
by phone 0400 808 689.Orora Fibre Packaging 
Delivering Innovation to 
Australia’s Cold Chain

1300 467 672 | www.ororagroup.com

An advanced end-to-end, real time, 
cloud based, cold chain monitoring 
and information system.

Delivering Innovation to 
Australia’s Cold Chain

Orora Fibre Packaging

INTERNATIONAL 

CANADA 

The Canadian Pest Management 
Regulatory Agency (PMRA) recently 
announced a plan to re-evaluate some 65 
active ingredients or groups of chemicals 
and further special reviews of 28 active 
ingredients from April 2015 to March 2020. 
Compounds included of potential interest 
in Australia, from a biosecurity perspective, 
are: aluminium phosphide, chloropicrin, 
chlorpyrifos, cypermethrin, deltamethrin, 
dimethoate, imidacloprid, iprodione, 
lambda-cyhalothrin, dithiocarbamates 
and thiamethoxam. To date, review 
recommendations have been to cancel all 
methomyl food uses due to dietary intake 
concerns and cancel a number of uses for 
chlorothalonil due to OH&S concerns. 

USA 

The US Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) is currently working towards the 
cancellation of products containing 
flubendiamide over concerns that certain 
metabolites are toxic to aquatic fauna. The 
compound is registered in Australia in a 
range of crops for the control of various 
lepidopteran pests. The EPA has also 
proposed the revocation of all food MRLs 
for chlorpyrifos over drinking water aquifer 
contamination concerns. 

KOREA 

Korea will be implementing a Positive List 
System for MRLs, in the near future. The 
first step in the process occurs on January 
1st, 2017 when residues above 0.01 mg/
kg will not be permitted for non-registered 
pesticides in Tropical fruit, tree nuts and 
oil seeds. The system will then be applied 
to all other commodities from January 
1st, 2018. Basically, for a MRL to exist it 
will need to be a registered use in Korea 
or have had an import tolerance recently 
established. Unfortunately, it appears that 
Codex MRLs will no longer be accepted in 
the absence of a domestic MRL. 

Information provided by Kevin Bodnaruk 
(Project AH13027). This project has 
been funded by HIA using the across 
industry levy and matched funds from the 
Australian Government. 
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MANGO 
MARKETING
Season marketing review
- Elisa King, Marketing Manager, Horticulture Innovation Australia

The season kicked off with a bang at 
the annual Brisbane Mango Auction as 
Channel 7’s Sunrise captured this season’s 
Mango Queen with her tray of Katherine 
mangoes, which was auctioned off for 
Diabetes Queensland and Life Education 
Australia for a massive $30,000. News of 
the auction was shared around the nation 
on Channel 7 and 9’s television news 
bulletins, the Courier Mail, The Queensland 
Times, ABC radio and Nova 106.9. Also in 
attendance were some of Brisbane’s top 
foodie and events social influencers, such 
as The Cook’s Notebook and Brisgramer, 
who shared news of the Brisbane Auction 
on their blogs and social media platforms. 

Throughout the season, media kits were 
sent to health and wellness influencers, 
cooks and foodies to encourage them to 
use mangoes in their cooking and share 
their mango recipes and images on social 
media. Kits were sent out at the beginning 
of mango season, during the festive season 
and at the peak of Summer, containing 

everything the influencers would need to 
prepare and enjoy the versatile Aussie 
mango. This resulted in a stunning array of 
beautiful image posts advocating mangoes 
as the fruit of summer on social media, 
culminating in nearly 100,000 likes and 
reaching over 1,500,000 people!

Supporting key influencer kit activity was 
our ongoing outreach to social media 
influencers, which saw 14 of Australia’s 
most engaging Instagrammers receive 
delicious trays of mangoes throughout 
the season. In addition to helping us 
forge strong relationships with some of 
our greatest advocates in the media, their 
posts reached nearly 1,500,000 people 
and received over 150,000 likes. This 
considerable engagement signifies the 
love our social media community has for 
the beloved Aussie mango, and the huge 
potential for further consumer connectivity 
through influencer engagement.

We also saw video recipes posted by some 
of Australia’s most-followed YouTube chefs, 

including Nicko’s Kitchen, Todd’s Kitchen 
and Cooking With Karma. The videos 
have now reached a combined 1,697,556 
people, marking a 158% increase on last 
year’s YouTube activity. 

Our wonderful growers were once again 
profiled across print, TV, radio and online 
media outlets, giving the spotlight to the 
hard-working faces behind Australia’s 
most-loved fruit. Throughout the season, 11 
pieces of coverage featured in outlets such 
as the Katherine Times, NT News, WIN 
TV and the ABC, highlighting the love that 
the media and their communities share for 
not only Aussie mangoes, but the growers 
who are dedicated to their production 
throughout the year. 

Each year we invite select media to 
take a further behind-the-scenes look at 
the mango production process so they 
can share their insight, knowledge and 
experience with their community. This year 
Australia’s number one food blog, Recipe 
Tin Eats, aka Nagi Maehashi, visited the 

The 2015-2016 season’s public relations and social media activity drew to a close in April, allowing 
us the opportunity to reflect on the season that was. This year’s success was not only the result 
of an effective combination of traditional and online media activity, but it highlighted the love 
that the media, and their communities, have for Aussie mangoes. This love for Aussie Mangoes 
continues to grow every season, presenting greater opportunities to feature the King of fruit in 
Australia’s newspapers, magazines, TV and radio programs, and social media channels.

Brisbane Mango Auction 
Source: Courier Mail

Influencer Kit - Bonny Rebecca 
Source: https://www.instagram.com/bonnyrebecca/

Influencer Outreach - Nourish Naturally 
Source: https://www.instagram.com/nourish_naturally/
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For more information contact Elisa King 
at Horticulture Innovation Australia: 
elisa.king@horticulture.com.au or  
(02) 8295 2332

Groves Grown farm at Yeppoon, where 
she was treated to a tour of the farm, 
learnt about the science behind growing 
the perfect mango, taste-tested different 
varieties, and experimented with some 
recipes in the kitchen. She shared her story, 
images, and recipe for spicy Thai mango 
dipping sauce across her blog and social 
media platforms. She said, “this trip is 
possibly the one that has affected me most 
profoundly as an avid foodie, a cook, and a 
writer”, which is a testament to the passion 
of our mango growers around Australia, 
and the potential that media visits have for 
forging lasting connections between the 
mango industry and media, and for shaping 
friendships among those who share a 
passion for the delicious and versatile fruit. 

To ensure mangoes were kept front of 
mind throughout the entirety of the season, 
mango recipes, imagery and preparation 
information were sent to the media every 
month. Whether it was tips for selecting 
mangoes at the supermarket, reminders to 
buy mango trays as Christmas gifts, festive 
recipes for the BBQ season, refreshing 
popsicle recipes for hot summer days, 
or freezing tips at the end of the season, 
Australia’s food and lifestyle media 
consistently displayed a great love for 
Aussie mangoes. The golden fruit appeared 
in the pages of top-tier publications such 
as Donna Hay, Weight Watchers, Women’s 
Weekly, Who Weekly, Woman’s Day, Taste 
Magazine, Best Weekend, Prevention 
Magazine and Better Homes and Gardens. 
This coverage provided a solid foundation 

for continued media presence, which kept 
building momentum right up until the end of 
the season. 

This targeted distribution of recipes and tips 
was also the anchor for coverage in other 
outlets and mediums across Australia. This 
year saw a 50% increase in total media 
coverage, including news in TV, print, 
radio and online, covering everything from 
industry and growers, to season updates 
and mango recipes. 

Whilst the PR campaign has enjoyed much 
success over the 2015-2016 season, the 
Aussie Mangoes social channels’ reach 
and engagement have increased in leaps 
and bounds. The Facebook page posts 
reached a total of 2,285,814 people and 
received 466,823 engagements, with 
an average engagement rate of 5.4%, 
2.4% higher than the industry standard of 
3%. Posts included images and videos 
of recipes, regional harvest updates, 
preparation tips, mango trivia and event 
news. The post that resonated the most 
with the Facebook community was the 
mango popsicle recipe video that reached 
212,780 people and received 55,236 
engagements! 

The Aussie Mangoes Instagram page also 
saw record numbers, with 28,953 likes 
and comments and an audience growth 
of 516% since last season. This season’s 
most successful post was an Australia-Day 
themed recipe image of mango matcha 
lime raw cheesecake topped with fresh 
mango and lime by health foodie,  

@healthyeating_jo, which received a huge 
523 engagements. Over the season, the 
page has picked up incredible momentum, 
and has found its niche amongst the 
plethora of food-based Instagram pages, 
whilst generating a dedicated community 
of followers. With the platform’s newly 
introduced content capabilities and 
evolving algorithms, we’re excited to see 
what next season brings for the Aussie 
Mangoes Instagram.

In what has been a hugely successful 
season across traditional and online 
media channels, it is clear to see Aussie 
mangoes have cemented their iconography 
of being Australia’s fruit of summer. The 
season’s media activity included grower 
profiling, social influencer outreach, product 
placement, recipes and preparation 
tips in magazines, media coverage of 
the Brisbane Auction and annual Mess-
tival, and social media content, which all 
contributed to the overall success of the 
2015-2016 season and paved the way for 
next season. 

Look out in the next Mango Matters to find 
out exactly what we have in store for the 
upcoming season.

The Aussie Mangoes Instagram page also 
saw record numbers, with 28,953 likes and 
comments and an audience growth of 516% 
since last season.

The Facebook page posts reached a total 
of 2,285,814 people and received 466,823 
engagements, with an average engagement 
rate of 5.4%, 2.4% higher than the industry 
standard of 3%. 

Grower Profiling 
Source: Coffs Coast Advocate

Top-tier Publication - Donna Hay 
Source: Donna Hay: Fresh & Light (Issue 3) 

Instagram - Healthy Eating Jo 
Source: https://www.instagram.com/healthyeating_jo/

https://www.facebook.com/aussiemangoes
mailto:elisa.king@horticulture.com.au
https://www.instagram.com/aussiemangoes/
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Consumers fall more in  
love with mangoes
- Treena Welch, Marketing Manager, Australian Mangoes

Falling in love is a passionate affair and so it is with Australians and their mangoes. 
Depending on the season anywhere between 45% to 60% of Australian households 
will engage in the mango category. This number is largely driven by the length of the 
season and the volume and flow of fruit available. But what’s most interesting is who 
these households are, and how enamoured they are with their mangoes.

We classify mango buying households 
into five segments starting at the bottom 
of the ladder of love with the ‘flirters’ and 
ending with the ‘wedded’ buyers at the top. 
‘Flirters’ only buy once, followed by the 
‘first kiss’ buyers, who buy on 2 occasions, 
and then the ‘daters’, who buy 3 times in 
any season. As we climb to the fourth rung 
things get a little more serious and we 
meet our ‘engaged’ buyers, those who buy 
on average 4 to 6 times during a season. 
Finally we’re at the top of the ladder of love 
where we meet our ‘wedded’ buyers. These 
buyers are an extremely important and 
influential group. 

During the 2015/16 season ‘wedded’ 
buyers bought mangoes on an average of 
10.7 occasions, represented 18% of total 
mango buying households and accounted 
for 50% of all mangoes sold. ‘Wedded’ 
buyers bought the same number of 
mangoes as lighter buyers but spent more 
per mango—they’re less price sensitive. 
Unlike the lighter buyers, price is not their 
primary motivation. These buyers are 
motivated by the quality of their mango 
experience. In any season they’re the first 
to buy and the last to leave. They’re in love 
with mangoes and, as long as the trust isn’t 
broken, they’re married for life. 

In 2014/15 the Marketing Wheel of Velocity 
and Momentum took hold and it gained real 
traction in 2015/16. The results of consumer 
research funded by Horticulture Innovation 
Australia Limited, and conducted by 
Nielsen Homescan, illustrate just what 
we’re capable of achieving when growers, 
wholesalers, exporters and retailers unite 
under a common plan, move to the beat 
of the crop, and collectively commit to 
delivering the experience consumers 
expect. 

Over the past two seasons the Australian 
Mango category has achieved excellent 
growth at retail across the three key metrics 
of volume, price and value. Across the two 
seasons retail volume has grown by 20.3% 
while price has grown by 16.6%, leading to 
a total value growth of 40.2%. During the 
same period the total fruit category has 
grown 13.5%, meaning mangoes have had 
a significant, positive contribution to total 
fruit performance.

No two Mango seasons are ever the same 
and apart from the fact that the 2014 and 
2015 seasons were the two biggest volume 
years in the history of Australian Mangoes 
they could not have been more different in 
terms of fruit flow. For retailers, the 2015 
‘mango marathon’ was significantly longer 
with campaigns launching at the beginning 
of September with big, bold mango 
displays still commanding front-of-store 
positioning well into March 2016. 

Crop Forecasting gave wholesalers and 
retailers the visibility they needed to 
keep the fruit moving through the system 
ensuring mango displays looked fresh and 
vibrant. It gave retailers the information 
they needed to adjust their marketing 
plans and promotional activities. And, most 
importantly it gave retailers the confidence 
to keep big, bold mango displays at the 
front of the store from the beginning of 
the season to the very end—September 
through to March. 

Our continued focus on fruit maturity, and 
the decision to pick, meant we were able 
to give consumers a more consistently 
good eating experience. Eating a mango 
with that juicy, sweet, unique flavour gave 
consumers ‘permission’ to indulge. This is 
what’s driving the strong increase in 
‘wedded’ buyers with an additional 350,000 
households moving into this segment in 
just two seasons. 

In the end, how we launch a mango 
season sets the pace for the remainder of 
the marathon. Large, luscious displays of 
good quality fruit that’s well priced gives 
our customers permission to indulge and, 
if the eating experience is good, it will not 
only underpin the momentum we need for 
the entire season, but most importantly 
it’ll move customers up the mango ladder 
of love.

For more information contact Treena 
Welch at Australian Mangoes: 
marketing@mangoes.net.au or  
0417 001 253

MARKETING WHEEL OF VELOCITY 
AND MOMENTUM

mailto:marketing@mangoes.net.au
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GROWTH TRENDS

PERCENTAGE OF BUYERS

-12.4% 
Unit 
growth

20.6% 
Price 
increase

5.6% 
Value 
increase

2013 SEASON 2014 SEASON 2015 SEASON

‘Wedded’ buyers purchase 50% 
of the mangoes sold and 
represent 18% of mango 

buying households

married to mangoes

WEDDED
Wedded buyers purchase on an 
average of 10.7 occasions and are 
the most influential group

ENGAGED 
Engaged buyers purchase 4 to 6 
times a season

FLIRTING
Buy once a season

FIRST KISS
Buy twice a season

DATING
Buy three times a season

Unit  
Growth

Price 
Growth

Avg Price

-3.3%

20.6%

16.6% 40.2%

32.8%

5.6%

20.3%

-12.4%

37.4%

$1.69

Value 
Growth

2013 
season

2014 
season

2015 
season

11

21

13

21

34

16

22

14

18

30 31

19

12

19

18

$1.96$1.64

Base Data Source: Nielsen Homescan

Base Data Source: Nielsen Homescan
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9.9%

13.5%

Total	Fruit

YA

Total	Value	 ($)	Sales
Growth

Share	of	Market	
Value

Over	Total	Fruits
Australia

Mangoes	Share	of	Fruit	

Mango	value	growth	
has	resulted	in	

overall	value	share	
growth	in	the	last	2	

seasons.	

Drivers:

Length	of	season

Pricing	strategies

Front	of	store	
High	impact

Value	for	money
(price	&	quality)

Base	Data	Source:	Nielsen	Homescan

Opportunity	 to	gain	more	of	
the	fruit	dollar	spend

3.3%

32.8%

40.2%
5.6%

Mangoes 3.3% 4.0% 4.1%

17.5% 17.8% 15.7%

13.8% 13.8%
12.4%

2.4% 2.7%
2.5%

15.8%
17.7%

19.2%

6.4%
6.9% 7.7%

5.4%
4.8%

4.9%
8.8%

7.6% 7.9%

26.5% 24.8% 25.6%

2013	Season2014	Season2015	Season

BIRDWOOD NURSERY
Telephone:

(07) 5442 1611
Email:
info@birdwoodnursery.com.au

www.birdwoodnursery.com.au

Planting
Mango Trees?
Birdwood Nursery is a specialist

Fruit Tree nursery supplying wholesale

quantities of the highest quality fruit trees

to commercial growers throughout Australia.

  Highest quality trees guaranteed

  We deliver to order on time

  Specialist large order supplier

  Efficient palletised transport

  Despatch to all mainland states

0591_16_Mango Matters HPH Ad R1.pdf   1   22/02/2016   9:16 am

Base Data Source: Nielsen Homescan
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MANGOES AROUND 
THE WORLD

Export value growing 
strongly
Mango exports are growing significantly. Over the past three 
seasons, volumes have increased 32%. While volumes exported 
are increasing, the value of exports is increasing at a higher 
rate. Over the same time period, the value of exports has 
increased by over 50%, from $20 million in the 2013/14 season 
to over $30 million in 2015/16. 

The four markets which take 80% of Australian mangoes are Hong Kong, Singapore, New 
Zealand and the United Arab Emirates. But the markets with the greatest potential are the 
markets with the toughest phytosanitary protocols, such as China and USA.

We have seen a decline in some markets, such as Vietnam, which halted Australian 
horticultural exports several years ago, but is slowly moving to allow products re-entry. 

The figures in the table below highlight the growth in value of exports and trends in 
targeted export markets.

COUNTRY AUS $ QUANTITY 
(tonnes)

AUS $  
15/16 vs 13/14

TONNE 
15/16 vs 13/14

World 30,666,565 6,945 53% 32%

Hong Kong 13,924,223 3,009 57% 27%

Singapore 3,251,930 868 33% 11%

New Zealand 3,365,943 844 101% 81%

United Arab 
Emirates

2,596,429 806 25% 35%

Lebanon 1,503,185 425 177% 121%

Canada 623,553 119 137% 117%

Qatar 545,468 129 55% 31%

Hong Kong45%

11%

11%

8%

5%

2%
2%

TOP 7  
EXPORT 
MARKETS

Singapore

New Zealand

United Arab 
Emirates

Lebanon

Canada

Qatar
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RESEARCH & POLICY

Pollination research receives 
funding boost
The Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation (RIRDC) has been 
granted a total of $5.2 million to administer a new R&D project that will look at 
ways to secure pollination for a more productive agricultural sector.

The funding for the project was provided 
through the Australian Government’s ‘Rural 
R&D for Profit’ programme.

The four-year pollination project will 
increase the profitability and security of 
pollinator-dependent crops by improving 
the health, diversity and abundance of 
pollinators (such as bees, birds, insects 
and butterflies) on farms.

The project will look into the best ways to 
manage and improve natural resources on 
or near farms, and in particular the critical 
food resources that support managed 
and wild pollinators. The project will 
determine the best approach to manage 
the biosecurity risk posed by the Varroa 
mite on farms.

The project should realise significant 
productivity and profitability gains for 
farmers by improving yield and rates 
of pollination. It will also assess the 
contribution of pollinators to nine crops and 
will re-establish native vegetation to support 
pollinator food and nesting resources and 

use new technologies to communicate the 
findings to crop farmers.

RIRDC’s Managing Director, John Harvey 
said many horticultural crops in particular 
are heavily dependent on pollinators to 
be viable and productive so the need to 
ensure their health and sustainability is 
vitally important.

“The eventual establishment of Varroa mite 
in Australia is considered likely so the focus 
of the project is on mitigating this impact by 
improving the capacity for agricultural land 
to support hived honey bees - which can 
be managed to reduce the impact of Varroa 
- and native pollinators like native bees, 
buttlerflies and flys, which are immune to 
Varroa mite,” Mr Harvey said.

“Native pollinators alone have been 
estimated to contribute $2.5 billion worth 
in crop pollination and increasing these 
services will lead to higher returns.

“Revegetation on or around farms that 
supports pollinators has been shown 
to enhance crop pollination and is an 

established strategy in major horticultural 
regions in Europe and the USA, but not yet 
in Australia.

“Importantly, improved pollination will 
improve the quantity, quality and reliability 
of production even before Varroa 
establishes in Australia.

“Up to 70 per cent of pollination 
dependent crops rely on feral honey bees 
for pollination. For Australia proactive 
measures are essential since Varroa mite 
is expected to devastate the current free 
pollination services provided by these feral 
honey bees.”

The pollination R&D project partners 
contributing cash are:

• CSIRO 
• Horticulture Innovation Australia 
• Native Vegetation Council 
• O’Connor NRM 
• Primary Industries and Regions South 

Australia 
• South Australian Department of 

Environment, Water and Natural 
Resources 

• Trees for Life 
• University of Adelaide 
• University of New England 
• University of Sydney 

In-kind contributions for the project are 
being provided by Almond Board of 
Australia, Apple & Pear Australia, Australian 
Mango Industry Association, Australian 
Melon Association, Costa Group, Greening 
Australia, Lucerne Australia, Northern and 
York NRM Board, South Australian Apiarist 
Association, and Terrestrial Ecosystems 
Research Network. 

RIRDC is the managing agency for the 
project. The project will also be funded 
through partner contributions which when 
combined with the Australian Government 
grant takes the total value of the pollination 
project to $13 million.

Native pollinators alone have 
been estimated to contribute 

$2.5 billion worth in crop 
pollination and increasing 

these services will lead to 
higher returns.

- John Harvey, RIRDC’s 
Managing Director

“
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RD4P project funding success—
more profit from nitrogen
On Wednesday 11th May, Deputy 
Prime Minister Barnaby Joyce 
announced the funding for a 
multi-industry research project to 
optimise the use of nitrogen. The 
project includes cotton, dairy, sugar, 
mangoes and cherries. NTDPIF will 
lead the mango research.

NTDPIF will collaborate with the Queensland 
University of Technology to undertake a four year 
research project to work in three focus areas for 
improving the productivity and profitability associated 
with nitrogen use. The areas include:

1. Optimising nitrogen use efficiency in irrigated 
systems;

2. Quantifying the rate and timing of nitrogen supply 
through mineralisation; and

3. Extracting value from enhanced efficiency 
fertilisers, through both optimising existing 
products and developing new ones.
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Source:  
Cambodia 2005, Brian Thistleton

Source:  
Vietnam 2005, Brian Thistleton

Source:  
SPS Capacity Building Workshop Thailand 2005

Industry Biosecurity 
Being prepared is critical in minimising the impact of any exotic pest or disease incursion. Our 
industry has been fortunate to have our leading researchers working in countries which some of 
these exotics pests and diseases call home. Through funding from ACIAR, QDAF entomologist Ian 
Newton and NSW DPI project leader Mark Hickey have been conducting research on Cecid flies 
(Gall midges) in the Philippines and Cambodia. This research will ensure we are better prepared 
in the event of an incursion.

RESEARCHERS LOOKING 
TO ASIA TO PREPARE 
FOR POSSIBLE CECID FLY 
INCURSION

Cecid flies, also known as Gall Midges, 
are considered a high risk pest to the 
Australian mango industry. The damaging 
fly species attacks the leaves of mango 
trees, impacting flowering, fruit set and 
fruit quality. A number of Cecid fly species 
are found across South East Asia. In the 
past, one species has been detected in the 
Torres Strait and the northern tip of Cape 
York. 

Researchers have been working in the 
Philippines and Cambodia where the Cecid 
fly is widespread, to develop management 
practices to limit the risk to the Australian 
mango industry. Dr Ian Newton is Project 
Leader of the Filipino project and said that it 
makes sense to study the pest in countries 
where it is already established.

“Cecid fly is a high priority emergency 
pest for the Australian mango industry. 
We want to learn as much about this pest 
as we can so we know the best way to 
manage it if it ever makes its way to the 
mango production regions of Australia. 
This includes looking at existing biological 
controls in the Philippines and developing 
management practices so we will be well 
equipped to manage an incursion,” he said.

“Although the project is in the early stages, 
the results have already uncovered some 
interesting findings. The species of Cecid 
fly that was found in the Torres Strait 

appears to be the same species that is 
found in the Philippines. We have identified 
some of the pest’s natural enemies and 
documented the population dynamics of 
the species that show patterns of annual 
occurrence. This information will help time 
insecticide applications and the design of 
integrated pest management programs,” Dr 
Newton said.

The Cecid fly is responsible for substantially 
decreased mango yields in many areas of 
the Philippines. Cecid flies lay their eggs 
on young mango leaves, stems, flowers or 
fruit, causing mangoes to fall from the tree. 
Fruit that remains have brown scab-like 
spots, affecting their quality and return 
price. Wart-like galls form quickly on leaves, 
which can curl up and drop off prematurely, 
causing dieback of whole branches.

Cambodia is an ideal location to study 
Cecid fly, although the species found 
in this country are not as damaging as 
those found in the Philippines as they 
do not effect mango fruit. Leader of the 
Cambodian based project, Mark Hickey, 
said that the more that is known about 
all species of Cecid fly, the more robust 
management strategies will be.

“Researchers have a solid understanding 
of the species of Cecid fly found in 
Cambodia following extensive surveys of 
mango production regions. The work our 
team undertakes will add to the body of 
knowledge about Cecid fly and increase the 
ability to protect Australian mangoes from 
this pest. By understanding of the damage 
Cecid fly causes we can develop strategies 
to manage them,” he said.

Current management tools include pruning 
after harvest to reduce infestations because 
Cecid flies are sensitive to sunlight. Cecid 
flies often reside on vegetation near 
mango orchards and clearing or spraying 
surrounding areas can reduce populations. 
Infested leaves and fallen fruits should 
be collected, burned, or sprayed with 
insecticide to prevent the spread. 

Future research will look at the ecology 
of the Cecid fly to gain a greater 
understanding of the pests, their 
interactions with their environment and the 
most effective management and control 
techniques.

These research projects are funded by 
the Australian Centre for International 
Agricultural Research (ACIAR) and 
managed by the Department of 
Agriculture and Fisheries Queensland 
(QDAF) and the New South Wales 
Department of Primary Industries. 
ACIAR fund international and domestic 
research to improve the productivity 
and profitability of agricultural systems 
in partner countries as well as providing 
benefits to Australian industries. Research 
and development of integrated crop 
management for mango production in 
the southern Philippines and Australia 
is managed by Dr Ian Newton from 
the Department of Agriculture and 
Fisheries, Queensland (QDAF). Building 
a resilient mango industry in Cambodia 
and Australia through improved 
production and supply chain practices is 
managed by Mark Hickey from the NSW 
Department of Primary Industries. 

EXAMPLES OF GALLS ON LEAVES, CAUSED BY MANGO LEAF-GALL MIDGE  
(supplied by Plant Health Australia - www.planthealthaustralia.com.au)
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Magpie Goose project takes flight
A Hort innovation project utilising mango grower levies has commenced. 
The project, titled “ Understanding and mitigating the aggregative behaviour 
of the Magpie Goose (Anseranas semipalmata) on mango orchards in the 
Northern Territory” commenced earlier this year. Charles Darwin University 
researchers Mike Lawes and Hamish Campbell are leading the project with 
PhD student Amélie Corriveau. 

A project reference committee has been 
formed and an introductory grower 
workshop was held Acacia Hills farm 
during  April. 

AMÉLIE HAS PROVIDE THE 
FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION 
OF THE PROJECT: 

The Magpie Goose is a native waterbird 
species and resident breeder of northern 
Australia. Over the last decade mango 
growers in the Top End have reported 
Magpie Geese aggregating in ever-
increasing numbers on mango orchards. 
The geese cause damage to fruits, trees, 
and irrigation equipment, and cost the 
industry millions of dollars each year. The 
impact of birds on agriculture is a global 
phenomenon involving a range of different 
species and crops. A plethora of devices 
and methods have been developed to 
reduce bird density on agricultural lands 
and mitigate damage. While adverse stimuli 
are often successful in the short-term, crop-
raiding birds quickly become habituated 
to repeated stimuli ((Tombre et al. 2013; 
Simonsen et al. 2015). Understanding the 
definitive drivers of bird-crop interaction, 
and the provision of alternative resources 
and adaptive management strategies, has 
been demonstrated to provide efficient 
long-term solutions to crop-raiding birds 
(Madsen et al. 2014). 

Magpie Goose populations have declined 
drastically in several southern regions of 
Australia due to habitat loss, increased 
recreational hunting, and use of lethal 
pest control measures to protect crops 
((Whitehead 1998). While studies on 
Magpie Goose demographics, movement, 
home range, and habitat use have been 
conducted in the past (Bayliss 1989; 
Bayliss and Yeomans 1990a; Bayliss and 
Yeomans 1990b; Whitehead 1998; Brook 
and Whitehead 2005; Traill et al. 2010), 
none have specifically addressed the 
conflict between mango growers and the 
study species. The overall goal of this 
project is to provide baseline knowledge 
for the development of sustainable 
management strategies for Magpie Geese 
on mango orchards that align with the 
gained understanding of the population 
and behavioural dynamics of the species. 

To achieve this, we require detailed 
information on Magpie goose spatial 
movement, habitat use, and diet. Research 
findings will not only inform management 
strategies for agricultural conflicts, but they 
will also provide critical insight on long-term 
population dynamics and ecosystem health 
to prevent similar declines as observed for 
southern populations. 

THIS STUDY HAS THREE 
CORE COMPONENTS: 

1. Understand Magpie Goose habitat use, 
local movements within and between 
orchards, and seasonal movements 
between mango orchards and wetlands

2. Investigate Magpie Goose food 
resources and diet 

3. Assess the cost-effectiveness, 
and impact on bird abundance 
and movement, of routinely used 
management techniques in the NT 

This research has practical implications 
for the long-term management of 
Magpie Geese in the Northern Territory. 
Key research outputs will include 
information on abundance of geese using 
mango orchards, movement ecology at 
local- and regional- scales, use of the 
Magpie Goose native wetland habitat, and 
the development of innovative methods 
for reducing the abundance of geese 
on orchards and their impact on fruit 
production. 

The geese cause damage to fruits, 
trees, and irrigation equipment, 
and cost the industry millions of 

dollars each year.

Amélie Corriveau, PhD student

Above: Mango Gooose taking flight

Hamish Campbell, researcher
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BIOSECURITY—NEW LEGISLATION
Both the Federal and Queensland Governments have been reviewing legislation on 
biosecurity for several years. New legislation has come into operation in both jurisdictions 
recently. The new legislation aims to bring management of biosecurity into the 21st century. 
There is greater emphasis on shared responsibility and, in Queensland, less reliance on 
regulation and more reliance on best practice management options. 

The Australian Government’s new biosecurity legislation came into effect on the 16th June 
2016. In Queensland, the New Biosecurity legislation came into effect on the 1st July 2016.

DPIF Mango 
advice now on 
YouTube
The Northern Territory 
Department of Primary 
Industry and Fisheries has a 
new YouTube channel:  
www.dpif.nt.gov.au/youtube

The channel is a selection of short, 
technical videos on horticulture, with 
topics from practical demonstrations, to 
understanding greenhouse gas emissions. 
The Growing Tips playlist is dedicated to 
Plant Industries content; for the mango 
grower videos include demonstrations on 
grafting mangoes and measuring mango 
dry matters.

Our online videos allow growers to access 
technical demonstrations and information 
when they want to. The help overcome the 
difficulties associated with distance and 
remote locations. 

It is further expected that a selection of 
our videos will be translated into other 
languages to assist the large cohort of 
Northern Territory growers for whom English 
is a second language.

With new videos released every couple of 
months, growers can subscribe to the DPIF 
YouTube channel to find out when new clips 
are released.
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